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Abstract— Perception is a major component of a system when
it comes to the concept of safety in human-robot interaction.
Although designing a mechanically safe robot may reduce lots of
potential hazards, it is still beneficiary or even required to have
detailed knowledge of the current status of the robot, human,
and other environmental entities. We refer to this knowledge as
perceptional awareness, or simply perception, that subsumes: (i)
what our system perceives from robot state and its environment,
(ii) what our system perceives from human state, and (iii) what
a human perceives from the robot state. In this paper we
provide requirements for a holistic architecture to construct
safe perception using multiple heterogeneous and independent
sensors and processing units in any environment that includes
both robots and humans. We also illustrate our concepts on
the basis of particular instances of this scheme realized in the
robotic lab.

I. INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, robots are being used widely in different
fields due to their precision, accuracy, reliability, and easy
deployment. In many initial applications of robots, they are
functioning separated from humans in isolated areas. With
advances of technology and the necessity for coexistence of
robots and humans (e.g., medical application, service robots,
collaborative production lines), the new era of human-robot
interaction (HRI) has emerged. HRI studies and describes
the types and characteristics of the possible interactions that
can exist between a robot and a human.
When a human is working in a close distance with robots,
the safety of the human becomes an important issue. Initially,
safety requirements for many industrial robotic applications
were achieved just by a physical separation of humans from
any robot (e.g., using barriers or fences). This simple and
effective way to impose safety, however, prevents direct
interaction between humans and robots to work collaboratively. The relevant international standard for safety in
industrial robots [10], [11], which specifies accepted means
to impose safety, however, allows also human-robot collaboration in four clearly defined scenarios. The new technical
specification ISO TS 15066 “Robots and robotic devices
– Collaborative robots” [12] provides even more details
on these operational settings and specifies comprehensive
force, pressure, and speed limits for unintended human-robot
interactions (collisions).
Risk reduction during human-robot interaction has three
main approaches: (i) redesigning the system and the task
realization, (ii) using functional or physical safeguards, and
(iii) raising the awareness of the operator/user, either using
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active warnings during operation and/or by specific training.
Taken into account the industrial experience, redesigning
the system is the most effective risk reduction strategy and
should always be applied first. However, when operating
adaptively in less structured environments, redesign alone is
often insufficient, and additional functional safety measures
are mandatory [13].
It is possible to combine these three approaches to achieve
higher levels of safety. In spite of that, no matter how
accurate a system is designed, the continuous monitoring (the
second approach mentioned above) is an important factor for
a safe system. To be able to understand the status of the
environment or a system, the concept of perception plays an
important role. Similar to human perception, the concept of
the perception for a system can be twofold:
•

•

External: What a system sees, perceives, or understands
from the environment, i.e., what types of object are
around me? What are their positions, speed, shape, size?
What are the states of other systems around me?
Internal: What a system sees, perceives, or understands
about itself, i.e., where should I be? Where am I? What
is my current state?

For both of these perception types, we need dedicated
sensors to obtain relevant data upon for perception. This
demanding task requires to deal with the following issues:
•
•
•
•
•

sensory data acquisition and storing the data
data mining, enhancement, and filtering
sensor fusion
time synchronization
dependable, safety-enabled operation.

The complexity highly increases with the larger number of
heterogeneous sensors such as, safety-enabled laser scanners
(LIDARs), RGB cameras, thermal cameras, time-of-flight
(ToF) cameras, haptic sensors, proximity sensors, ultrasonic
sensors, robot internal sensors (e.g., torque sensors), pressure
sensors, etc. Redundancy achieved by using diverse sensor
types highly improves the reliability of the overall perception
unit. Dealing with diverse sensors requires one to carefully
consider the different interfaces, data types, sampling rates
and, of course, a potentially large amount of data. In order
to deploy such an inclusive perception scheme in real-world
robotic systems, however, it is also important to consider
the requirements set by the relevant standards that include
the entire life cycle of the system starting with the development process itself, hard- and software-requirements and
functional issues for all forms of the system’s operation.
This goes far beyond the requirements necessary to realize
a laboratory demonstrator. As a consequence, it is helpful to

consider these aspects early in the R&D efforts in order to
qualify for real-world applications.
II. R ELATED W ORK
With the growing applications of robotics in human life
and considering the high importance of human safety in
HRI, more and more research is being dedicated to assure a
safe perception in collaborative environments. Kulić [13] was
one of the first who has provided an extended and detailed
overview regarding the safety in HRI. She managed to define
many important terms in this scope and formulate a metric
for danger measurement. [20] also provides a quick overview
of safety issues in HRI. The work done in [16] categorizes
the safety strategies in three categories: I) crash safety (e.g.,
limiting the power/force), II) active safety (e.g., by using
proximity sensors, vision systems and force/contact sensors),
and III) adaptive safety for intervening in the robot operation and applying corrective actions that lead to collision
avoidance without stopping the robot operation. In their work
and also the work from [6] the focus is more on the design
principles. The latter also considers robustness, fast reaction
time, and context awareness as the main parameters of a safe
design. One interesting and genuine idea mentioned there and
originally in [7] is the recommendation to design the robots
such that they are predictable for a human. For instance, by
using special sounds or human-like movements for a robot,
the human can expect and foresee the robot’s moves and
accordingly avoid unintended collisions with the robot.
Some other researchers just focus on detecting and localizing the human and accordingly prevent the robot from
colliding with it. Depending on the type of the detecting
sensor, their performance is evaluated. Active or markerbased sensors may be more challenging to implement and
less convenient to apply in real scenarios, but they can
provide a quite accurate and reliable collision avoidance.
Their proximity distances can reach up to a few centimeters
between human and robot [14]. On the other hand, other
types of sensors such as cameras and laser scanners may
have higher error ranges, but by combining multiple sensors
together we can minimize the risk. In this direction, [18]
fuses data from multiple heterogeneous 3D sensors to detect
any moving object approaching the robot. Similar work has
been done by [19], which constructs point clouds and 3D
models of the moving objects and the robots in order to
avoid collisions.
Safety of a human is not always achieved by immediate
protection from danger or collision. Sometimes hazards can
be results of long-term inappropriate actions in HRI. For
instance, [4] looks at the human safety from an ergonomic aspect, which is a complementary point of view. They consider
a work environment which ensures the occupational safety
and describe the requirements for a workplace where human
and robot can jointly perform an assembly process without
separation between their workspaces. They also consider
some human factors such as the age of the working person.
In our work we are going to look at the safe perception
in HRI with a holistic approach. We are going to explain
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what kinds of criteria are necessary to be obeyed in order to
have a safe perception architecture and why a single safety
precaution will fail.
III. R ISK ANALYSIS IN SAFE PERCEPTION
In the design of a robot system, risk assessment is a main
measure for achieving standards-compliant safety. The general process, consisting of risk analysis and risk evaluation,
is described in [9], with extensions specific to robots given
in [11] and [12]. First, the potential hazards of the robot
system during all phases of its life cycle are to be identified.
The hazards given in the annex of [11] may be seen as
a list of examples, which must always be considered and
carefully examined with the specific robot system and its
application/task in mind. All identified hazards are then to be
evaluated in terms of their risks. From the obtained results
it may become clear that the risks have to be reduced by
certain measures, leading also to updates in the results of
risk analysis and evaluation, and thus a new iteration of the
process steps. Eventually the residual risks of any remaining
hazards are sufficiently low to allow for the designed robot
system to be realized and considered safe.
Risk assessment and safe perception influence each other
in several ways. Already during the risk analysis, the capabilities gained from the perception infrastructure can serve as
measures that counter certain hazards and reduce risks. But
the risk analysis must also consider any potential hazards
arising from system components, including also those that
are specifically employed for safety reasons. If the used
components do not provide a sufficiently high integrity
/ performance level or they are placed or configured in
suboptimal ways, their total effect may be deteriorating.
However, such choices will typically be identified and mitigated in the further course of the iterative risk assessment
and risk reduction, so that the final solution is able to
achieve the required safety properties. When modifying the
system design to achieve risk reduction, the integration of
the safety perception infrastructure or the modification of
its integration can be a central measure. Thus, as one of
its results, the iterative process of risk assessment and risk
reduction gives constraints on effective sensor placement that
enables comprehensive sensor fusion later on. An example
of such an improvement can be seen in the step from the
arrangement depicted in Fig. 3 to the one in Fig. 5. In the
running system, any residual risks are permanently relevant.
The setup of the safe perception must be designed in a way
that potential hazards that could not be eliminated by system
design can be prevented or dealt with accordingly based upon
perception.
Finally, the operation of the system continuously gives
opportunities to gather new knowledge that can be used in
a refined risk assessment to further improve the system’s
safety. This could be done any time, but is necessary in
particular when the system is going to be modified. Possible
inputs may come from user feedback, other persons observing the operation, or also the system itself. For the latter,
we envision a component that is able to identify events that

may need further offline analysis later using different kinds
of potentially related data available to the system.
IV. S AFE PERCEPTION ARCHITECTURE REQUIREMENTS
An architecture for a safe perception system typically
includes components of the types machine, sensor, human,
and processing unit. To construct a suitable architecture, we
need a good understanding of these components in terms of
their functionality and reliability as well as their relations
and interfaces. Here we are going to propose a generic
architecture by pointing out the requirements which enable
the realization of a safe perception system for a typical
collaborative robot system. This architecture should be independent from the robot type, size of the workspace, and
environmental factors as much as possible and also easy to
deploy. In order to achieve such a goal, we have to consider
the possibilities of failure of individual components in a
system as discussed in Section III. Accordingly, an ideal safe
architecture considers/includes the following requirements:
• Embed safety inside different building blocks: consider
safety not just as an add-on but embed it in each
system component, robot, planning, and programming
decisions. However, always keep the distinction between operational functionality and safety functionality
in mind.
• A modular architecture: makes it easy to add/remove
various hardware and software components. For instance, Robot Operating System (ROS) [17] has been
used for our modular software architecture to provide a
simple message passing and hardware abstraction.
• Adding parallel redundancy: use multiple sensors in
parallel over independent platforms to make sure that
the failure of one is not causing the whole system to
fail.
• Heterogeneous system: using different types of sensors
(e.g., laser scanner, time-of-flight camera, thermal camera, speech recognition, light curtain, etc.) to make sure
that the system is robust against changing environmental variables. For example, if there are poor visibility
conditions at the workplace, conventional cameras may
fail to obtain a picture but a thermal or time-of-flight
(ToF) camera can help and even provide images through
fog or smoke.
• Reproducibility: which makes it easy to re-implement
in different scenarios and setup the perception system
in other new workspaces.
• Mapping the Environment: modeling the 3D environment in order to further simulate, localize and position
the sensors and objects in the environment. This helps to
decide how and where to mount the sensors to achieve
the maximum coverage (high spatial distribution helps
the robustness in case of local failures).
• Context aware: takes the context of the ongoing scenario
into account either by receiving it from operator or
by analyzing the scene. Accordingly the system adapts
the parameters and decision-making to that specific
scenario.
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Intelligent: learn from the previous situations (from both
false-positives and false-negatives) and hence provide
feedback data and parameter correction for future improvement. Using machine learning in robot perception
is an example to achieve this goal.
• Exploiting human perception: warn the human about
the potential hazards. Unlike the conventional sensory
perception, we do not only inform the human in closeto-danger scenarios. Instead, we additionally count on
human perception by constantly giving a feedback regarding the state of the robot to the human, for example
by producing a sound according to the movements of
the robot. This way the human herself/himself can make
a decision if she/he feels something is out of the order.
As mentioned above, redundancy is a major design
paradigm to realize safety through perception. Relevant
standards such as the previously mentioned ISO 10218 and
ISO 13849 enforce redundancy throughout the system for
achieving a required performance level for a safety function,
i.e. redundancy in sensors, computational units and actuators
as indicated in Figure 1.
•
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This classic layout for achieving a high integrity / performance level has to be incorporated carefully as not to tamper
with the safety of the overall system. This is important
in particular as our complex robot system will involve
both safety functionality at high integrity level as well as
functional components with lower integrity level that should
also contribute valuable information to improve the overall
safety. In industry, one typically talks about yellow and gray
components, referring to high integrity safety and general
functional components, respectively. A clear structure, both
in terms of hardware and software, is required in order to
obtain the safety functionality at the desired performance
levels.
V. A RCHITECTURE REALIZATION
In our lab we have various types of serial robotic manipulators in workspaces where safe human-robot interaction or
collaboration is compulsory. Therefore, we utilize sensors for
highly dependable perception using safety LIDARS (yellow
hardware – OMRON OS32c) at performance level D (PLd)
[8]. On the other hand, we intend to use functionally powerful time-of-flight (ToF) cameras (gray hardware - PMD Pico
Flexx) for environmental perception. Similarly, the control
of the robots involve the low-level safety-enabled robot
controllers (yellow hardware/software) in combination with
a high-level control system that is implemented in ROS (gray

hardware/software). The overall system should not just act
as a ROS system with add-on safety, but integrate safety
inclusively.
We propose a safety-enabled system architecture that
solves the safe robot perception and control task through
3 levels of hardware abstraction. Basis for this architecture
that is given in Figure 2 is a safety-rated robot controller (in
our case the KUKA Sunrise controller for the sensitive iiwa
robot). High level control is implemented in ROS running
on separate (Linux-based) controllers. In between those two
control layers, we introduce a safety-rated controller (e.g.
a safety PLC) that connects to both, safety-rated sensors
(safety LIDARS in our case) and the safety-rated input
of the low-level controller. This allows us to implement
dependable safety functionality that goes beyond the simple
safety-logic of the low-level controller. However, it might
also be implemented directly on the low level controller if
the device offers to implement high integrity safety functions.
This layered model clearly defines a priority structure where
the safety-enabled control system takes control whenever
a critical safety issue is detected. Thus, there is no direct
connection that allows the ROS System to issue control
actions for the low level controller except the authorized
connection through this safety control layer.
Sensors

High-level Control System
(ROS System)
ROS Safety Socket

Safety
Sensors

Safety-enabled
Control System

Robot-Controller
(e.g. KUKA Sunrise for KUKA iiwa)

Fig. 2.

Safety-enabled Architecture

Up to now, this structure resembles the classic add-on
safety architecture. However, we intend to go beyond this
architecture that will enable more inclusive perception and
control schemes. As a consequence, we propose to provide
a highly dependable ROS safety socket that connects the
safety-controller to the ROS environment. Furthermore safety
sensors could be connected to the ROS environment as
well. For example our safety LIDARs provide safety-enabled
outputs that define region interceptions through (safe) binary
signals, whereas the more informative LIDAR scan is provided through standard interfaces to the ROS system. With
our safety socket, we intend to enable ROS functionality not
just at different levels of priority, but also at different levels
of dependability. This safety-socket is only one pre-requisite.
We also have to provide dependable and in particular trustworthy ROS nodes and communication between them and
the socket. The standard ROS system does not address IT
security adequately [15]. To compensate for this security
flaw, our institute colleagues recently proposed a scheme
for application-level security and safe communication [3],
[1] for ROS that is now under consideration by the Open
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Source Robotics Foundation (OSRF) to be included in the
SROS project for future public release.
Alongside of this implementation effort that will provide
the necessary building blocks for a safety-rated perception
and control functionality, we evaluated possibilities for functionally rich and safe multi-sensory perception using the
standard ROS environment as an experimental testbed. We
have set up a heterogeneous perception system comprising
of two safety-rated OMRON OS32C laser scanners with data
fusion running on two different computers and one or two
ToF cameras for acquiring 3D data from the environment
(the aforementioned PMD Pico Flexx camera and the singlebeam ToF sensors Terraranger). We consider the proper combination of different technologies of parallel and independent
sensors and the resulting high redundancy as a prerequisite
for fulfilling safety requirements. Additionally, to achieve
robustness in case of local failures, it is necessary to mount
the sensors in a distributed way. As a basis for making safetyrelated decisions in the running system, we are going to
define a distinction of three danger zones that are reported by
our sensor fusion: Danger, Warning, and Safe. Their origin
is in the origin of a robot, and they are surrounding the robot
in a circular way. The border between danger and warning
zones is defined using safety separation distance defined in
ISO/TS 15066 [12]. Using distance of a moving object from
a depth sensor, it will be decided in which danger zone the
movement is detected.
The example setup of sensors which is shown in Figure
3 results the sensor fusion shown in Figure 4. Sensors are
mounted close to each other, which leads to a higher chance
for all sensors to fail together when a local hazard happens
(e.g. physical damages). Knowing that, and also for a specific
collaborative use case, sensors are mounted as shown in
Figure 5. Regarding modular architecture and reproducibility,
it is also very easy to change the mounting for other usecases and workspaces. However, more automatized setup of
sensors for maximum coverage of the workspace and their
calibration is planned for the future work.

Fig. 3. Example of a problematic setup where 3 different
types of sensors are mounted
just next to each other. This
setup increases the chance of
perception failure due shadowing effects and local hazards
such as physical damages.

Fig. 4. Visualization of the 3D position
data in RViz obtained from Teraranger
Tower (8 pink points), Pico Flexx Camboard ToF camera (colored points), and
laser scanner (white points).

Fig. 8. Final background
image

Fig. 5. Distributed setup of sensors including 2 laser scanners and one
Pico Flexx ToF camera around the workplace.

The sensors we have chosen are not supposed to be
used for object/human detection and localization per se, but
mainly for distance measurement. Therefore, with both types
of sensors, we need to perform some post-processing in order
to be able to detect and perceive an approaching object. In
order to have a safety-eligible sensory data analysis and
decision making, we need to reduce the chance of false
positive and false negative in our perception system. Safetywise, perception scenarios with false negative (i.e., a human
approaching the robot is not detected) are far more dangerous
compared to scenarios with false positive. In case of false
positive, on the other hand, we may observe instances of
unwanted robot speed reduction or even a complete stop,
which is affecting the system performance but not the safety
property. For instance, in case of ToF camera the following
steps are being performed to robustly detect a moving object:
• Filtering the depth image: it is performed by using
various filtering method (e.g., median filter in both
spatial and temporal domain) which mitigates the false
detection. Filtering steps are shown in Figures 6 and 7,
and resulting filtered depth image is shown in Figure 8.
• Background image: recording filtered depth image at
startup. The background image is refreshed if there is no
movement detected for a specific period of time (Figure
8).
• Difference image: subtraction of background and current depth image (Figure 8 – Figure 10 = Figure 12).
• Blob Detection in binary difference image (Figure 13).
To avoid detecting changes produced by noise and also
using the prior-knowledge of the size of an approaching
object (e.g., human) we adjust the parameters of our
blob detector (such as expected shape and size) in a way
to detect only the intended moving targets. When at least
one blob is detected, it means that there is a movement
in the workspace, and therefore we can proceed with
the next two steps.
• Masking the original depth image: binary difference
image is used as a mask in order to have real depth
data of each pixel of the blob that is assumed to be a
moving object (Figure 11).
• Final depth information of detected moving object:
is a result of using median value of depth info from
the masked image. Higher importance is given to closer
distances that still have a smaller covering area in the
depth image, such as an intruding arm of a human.
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Fig. 6. Original
depth images

Fig. 9. Original
images with human

Fig. 7. Filtered
depth images

Fig. 10.
Final filtered depth image

Fig. 12.
image

Difference

Fig. 11.
Masked
original depth image

Fig. 13.
Blob detection in BW diff.
image

For the laser scanners, which provide 2D data (scan a
plane or a cross-section out of the 3D space), the process of
extracting distance of a detected object and its coordinates
is aligned with the one of the ToF camera:
•

•
•
•

Background data: resulting background data is median
filter applied on temporal domain of data collected in
initialization step.
Difference data is calculated as subtraction of background data and current data every time stamp.
Movement in the workspace is detected if the percentage of not moving points is less than 98.5%.
Transformation of depth data from the laser coordinate
system to the robot’s coordinate system is done using
Euclidean distance, taken into account the fixed position
of the laser scanner relative to the robot.

Every time stamp we have the result of our sensor fusion as the final danger zone. From each sensor, regarding
distance of a human, or any other moving object in robot’s
workspace, it is decided in which danger zone the detection
happened, and the final danger zone is the worst case of
all three. Measuring the separation distance between the object/human and the robot, in constant speed setting situations
with worst-case value taken into account, it is ensured that
the robot system never gets closer to the operator than the
protective separation distance [12].

While it is essential to have a direct link from the safetyoriented sensor fusion to the robot control for adapting speed
limitations or triggering an emergency stop, the combined
information from the sensors also serves as a valuable input
for generating task-level plans for the robot system. We use
ROSPlan [2] as our infrastructure for task planning, which
allows us to formulate the planning domain in the quasistandard Planning Domain Definition Language (PDDL) [5].
The planner, given abstract logical models of the system and
relevant entities in its surroundings on the one hand and
goals to be achieved on the other, would typically generate
sequences of actions such as picking up a certain object,
placing it in a certain pose into the product that is being built,
and fixing it there in a certain manner, using a certain path of
motion trajectories from a set of possible ones. There could
also be actions representing interaction with humans via
user interface components or invoking arbitrary meaningful
functionalities of connected devices.
The currently obtained safety zone information and other
results of sensor fusion can be mapped to logical facts in
the planning domain, and they in turn can be used in the
conditions of PDDL actions in order to tie their applicability
to the current safety situation. Examples for such conditional
safety limitations include forbidding certain actions as a
whole, forbidding trajectories in which parts of the robot
would intrude certain zones or exceed a certain speed limit,
forbidding interacting with potentially hazardous objects, or
forcing the robot to assume a predefined home pose between
any two other poses. The planning system takes care that
such restrictions are not only considered when a new plan is
generated but also that the current plan’s execution is halted
when an assumed precondition, safety-related or other, for
a robot action is found to be not actually fulfilled, or when
an action’s execution was not successful. Then, starting from
the updated current state, a new plan is generated and goes
into effect.
VI. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we have emphasized the importance of a
safe perception system in HRI scenarios where both human
and robot coexist in a shared environment and collaborate
toward their goals. We have taken into account a holistic
approach toward safe perception and managed to introduce
the requirements for a general architecture that integrates
safety in any robotic environment independent of scenario,
scale, shape, and the number of robots and humans. This architecture is modular, reproducible, context aware, intelligent
and also has parallel redundancy, heterogeneous sensors, and
embedded safety.
Furthermore we have presented how our safe perception is
set up for a collaboration scenario in our lab to demonstrate
the simplicity and reusability of our approach in real-world
applications. In this demonstration multiple safety standards
have been considered and included in order to have a correct
risk analysis and safety-zone calculation.
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